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Abstract. Techniques are developed to study the regular representation

and a-regular representations of measure groupoids. Convolution,

involution, a modular Hubert algebra, and local and global versions of the
regular representation are defined. The associated von Neumann algebras,

each uniquely determined by the groupoid and the cocycle a, provide a

generalization of the group-measure space construction. When the groupoid

is principal and ergodic, these algebras are factors. Necessary and sufficient

conditions for the a-regular representations of a principal ergodic groupoid

to be of type I, II, or III are given, as well as a description of the flow of

weights; these are independent of a. To treat nonergodic groupoids, an

ergodic decomposition theorem is provided.

Introduction. Much of the rich theory associated with locally compact

second countable groups can be reformulated entirely in terms of algebra

and measure theory. In fact, if an analytic group has a translation-invariant

measure class, then the group has a unique locally compact second countable

topology for which the given measure class is the Haar measure class [17].

Once a property has been reformulated to remove reference to the topology,

it is natural to ask whether that property can be generalized to Mackey's

measure groupoids [18]. In [12], we showed that in a suitable sense existence

of Haar measure generalizes to groupoids. The present paper is devoted to

studying another part of the theory which extends from groups to

groupoids-the regular representation. A major tool in this work is the Haar

measure.

Although each step in the study is motivated by the group regular repre-

sentation, the results illuminate an entirely different area. For groupoids

arising from the action of a group on a measure space, the commuting

algebra of the regular representation is the von Neumann algebra obtained

from the group-measure space construction. Using other groupoids, one

obtains as special cases other von Neumann algebras introduced to generalize
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the group-measure space construction. By treating simultaneously the a-regu-

lar representations for 2-cocycles a of the groupoid, we obtain as a special

case the twisted crossed product of a discrete group acting on an abelian von

Neumann algebra as studied by Zeller-Meier [31].

In [12], the modular function A associated with a Haar measure (v, /n) of

the groupoid (G, C) was introduced as (dv~l/dv)~l. It was proved that A is a

homomorphism into R£; changing the Haar measure does not change the

similarity class of A. In the present paper, A plays a leading role. For the

Banach *-algebras, consisting of functions on the groupoid, which are

introduced in §1, the multiplication is convolution and the involution is given

hyf*(x) =/(x~')A(x)-1. It is shown in §2 that there is a subalgebra of these

Banach *-algebras which defines a modular Hilbert algebra. Multiplication by

A is the modular operator associated with this modular Hilbert algebra.

The relationship between the local and global representation theories of the

groupoid is considered in §3. Only material needed to study the regular

representation is included in this paper. An important tool derived is that the

commuting algebra (in the sense of Mackey [19]) of a groupoid representation

coincides with the commuting algebra of the algebra representation which it

induces. In §4 we use the extension G" to extend the several descriptions of

the regular representation to the a-regular representation as well. The a-regu-

lar representation of G generates the same von Neumann algebra as a certain

subrepresentation of the regular representation of G". From this it is easy to

construct explicitly a modular Hilbert algebra of functions on G" generating

the same von Neumann algebra. Again, A appears as the modular operator.

The von Neumann algebra generated by the a-regular representation depends

only on the measure groupoid (G, C) and the cohomology class of the

2-cocycle a.
Principal groupoids generalize free actions of groups; for these groupoids it

is easier to analyse the structure of the a-regular representation von Neumann

algebras than for the general case. We show in §5 that the von Neumann

algebras of a principal groupoid are factors iff the groupoid is ergodic,

semifinite iff A is similar to the identity, type I factors iff the groupoid is

essentially transitive. For A nontrivial and the groupoid principal and ergodic,

the flow of weights is isomorphic to the closure of the range of A in the sense

of [20, §7]. It is worth emphasizing that these considerations do not depend

upon choice of the cocycle a, although the von Neumann algebra does.

The purpose of §6 is to prove a groupoid Ergodic Decomposition Theorem.

For principal groupoids the process described effects a central decomposition

of the regular representations.

The relationship between the representation theories of similar groupoids

[20, §6] is not discussed here. A significant contribution in this direction may

be found in [7].
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Notation unexplained in this paper is explained in [12]. Like [12], this paper

is based on material contained in the author's doctoral thesis [11]. The

acknowledgments made in the introduction to [12] are valid here.

1. Convolution. Just as for groups, one way to introduce the regular

representation of measure groupoids is through convolution. Since our

generalization of Haar measure is available, convolution for groupoids offers

no substantial difficulties; however, the absence of topology makes certain

routine verifications technically more complicated. The definition of convo-

lution and an outline of some of its properties have been given by Westman

[29], [30], who assumed existence of Haar measure as part of the definition of

measure groupoid.

Let (G, C) be a measure groupoid. As defined in [12], a Haar measure

(y, ¡i) for (G, C) consists of a probability measure ¡i E C on Uc and a a-finite

measure v E C on G such that on an i.r. G | U0 of G v has /--decomposition

v = / v" dn(u) with respect to ¡i satisfying (£V->/ lE(xy) dvd(x\y)) = vr<-x) for

all x G G\U0. Let A E C be a symmetric probability measure. Let \f/ =

dp/ dX. By Remark 3.17 of [12] there is an i.r. G117 of G\U0 and a positive

Borel function P on G\ U such that

(1). If A" = E h» / lE(y)/P(y)dv"(y) then A"(G) = X"(G\U) = 1 and

X = / X" dX\u) is an /--decomposition of X on G\ U.

(2).   For   (x, v) E G(2)   n (G\U X G\U),   P (xy)P 0> ~'* ~ T '   =
P(x)P(y)P(x-1)-'P(y-1yl.

Let A = (j>i-».P(y)\p ° r(y)P(y~1)~1\p ° d(y)~l). The modular function A

is a strict homomorphism of G\U into the multiplicative group R£; v =

(Eh*¡ lE(y)\¡, « r(y)P(y) dX(y)); and for positive Borel / on G\U,

f f(y~l) dv{y) = //Cy)A(y)-1 dv(y). For convenience, in the remainder of

this section we will replace G by its inessential reduction G\U. See Remark

1.9.
If / is absolutely p-integrable and g = / a.e., then ffdt>" = fgdv" ju-a.e.

To assert that u h» ffdv" belongs to L^^Uc Â) is thus a property of the

L\G, v) class to which / belongs. Let f* = (x H> f(X-l)A(xyl). lif=g

a.e., then/* = g* a.e.; and

f\r(x)\ dv{x) =/|/(x-1)|A(x)-1 dv{x) =/|/(*)| dv{x),

solL/1, - ll/ll»/** -/>(/+*)*-/* + **>(<#* = c/*, and l/l* - \f*\.
For / £ L'(G, v) and /, fc E L\UC, ¡i), the extended real number

/ I/Ml U^M^M*))! dH*) depends only on the function classes of /, /,

and k. Let

Wñu" sup{/|/(xV(^W)^(^))| *(*): f\A2 dii =$\k\2 dp = l}.
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Let

1^1,= maxi u h+ f\j\ dvu\ ,  u h* f\f*\ dv"\   ).
\ J II00 ^ HocJ

Let  //(G, r, /i) = {/ E L'(G, ?):   ||/||/7 < oo}   and  /(G, v, ju) = {/ E

^'(G, y): 11/11/ < oo}. We will abbreviate these sets 11(G) and 1(G).

Lemma 1.1. U/H, = \\J*h, 11/11// = ||/*||, ll/ll, < 11/11// < 11/11/- II 11/ and
|| ||// are complete norms on 1(G) and 11(G), respectively.

Proof. The equalities and inequalities involve only computation. For
example,

/ \f(x)j(d(x))k(r(x))\ dv(x)

</ |/(*)| \j(d(x))\2dv(Xy/2f \f(x)\ \k(r(x))\2 dv(x)^

= / |/*W| \Mx))\2dv(xy/2J \f(x)\ \k(r(x))\2 dv(xf2

-ff \f*(x)\ dy"(x)\j(u)\2dp(Uy/2 // |/0)| ar"(x)\k(u)\2dn(u?'2

II r ll,/2      II r III/2
<«h/|A*)I*"(*)     ||/||2«i-> / |/(x)| dv"(x)\    \\k\\2

II ^ II« II J lloo
<MI IUII211%

so ll/ll// < ll/H/ and if equality holds then ||h H> / |/*| ¿frl«, = ||« h->
/ l/l ¿"loo-

It is easy to see that || ||/ and || ||7/ are norms. We show that they are

complete norms. Suppose that (/,) is a || ||7 Cauchy sequence. Then (/,) is

|| ||, Cauchy, so there is/ E Ll(G, v) such that ||/„ -/||i-»0. Hence also

11./? - /"Hi -+ 0- Since // |/„ - /| dp" d¡i(u) -» 0, there is a subsequence (/n(0)

such that / |/„(0 -/| dv»->0 a.e., so |/|/n(0| dv" - / |/| dv"\ < / |/n(0 -

/| dv" -» 0 a.e. Since (f„) is || ||/ Cauchy, (||/„||/) is a bounded sequence. Thus

«1-»/ |/| dvu is essentially bounded, as is mi-»/ \J*\ dv", by the same argu-

ment. This proves/ E 1(G).

Let e > 0 be given. Choose n0 E N such that ||/, -/J|/ < e/2 if «,

m > n0. There is a null set N c UG such that / |/„ -/J ¿fr" < e/2 if n,
m > n0 and u E UG — N. For such m and for /j > «0 we have

/ \fn -!\dv» </ |/„ -/n((,| dv" +1 |/„((, -./] <fr«

<e/2+j !/„(,) - y| *"  /or /arge /.
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Since / |/,(i) — /| dv" ^>0 a.e., we have for a.a. u and for n > nQ / \f„ —

/| dv" < e. f \fi -f*\ dv" is treated similarly, showing that ||/„ -/||/-»0

and that || ||7 is a complete norm.

To show that || ||/7 is a complete norm, let (/„) be a || ||7/ Cauchy sequence.

As before, there exists/ E L\G, v) such that ||/„ - f\\x -»0. Also, for eachy,

k E L2(UG, p), (x h» f„(x)j(d(x))k(r(x))) is a Cauchy sequence in V(G, v).

There is a subsequence (/,w) such that /n(/)-»/ a.e. and fn^(j ° d)(k ° r)

converges a.e. This implies that f„^(J ° d)(k ° r) must converge in L1 to

f(J ° d)(k ° r), so

/ \f(x)j(d(x))k(r(x))\ dv(x) = Hm / \fnU)(x)j(d(x))k(r(x))\ dv(x)

<sup{||/n(,)||//:/eN}||7-||2||A:||2.

Thus/ E 11(G).

Suppose   e > 0.   Choose   m0 E N   such   that   i > m0 => \\(f —

fn(¡))U ° d)(k ° /-)||, < e/2. Choose n0 such that m, n > nQ=> \\f„ - /m||77 <

e/2. Then if n > n0

j ]£(*) -/(*)| \j{d(x))k(r(x))\ dv(x)

<\\fn -UéuVWh +ll(/»(o -W • d)(k o on,
< e   if i > m0 + «o.

Thus ||/„ - /||77 -^ 0, so IIJI// is complete.   □
Remark 1.2. If /i = X, g \-+gP~l is a norm-decreasing injection of

L°°(G, v) into /(G).

Example 1.3. G = [0, 1] X [0, 1] c R2 is a principal groupoid if we define

(q, s)(s, t) = (q, t) and (q, s)~l = (s, q). Let m be Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].

(m X w, m) is a unimodular (symmetric) Haar measure. Let f(s, t) =

1[o,i/2](í)- }fd8sXm = l(o,i/2j(í) aöd ff*d8s X m=\. The proof of Lemma
1.1 shows that ||/||7/ < ||/¡|7. Let g(s, t) = s~1/4. g E II(G, mXm,m) but

g £ I(G, m X m, m).

Lemma 1.4. /// E //(G), fc h» (u h» / f(x)k(d(x)) dv"(x)) is a bounded

operator IIf on L2(UG, p) and ||/||// = \\II¡fl\\. If f E 1(G) then
kt^>(ui->ff(x)k(d(x)) dv"(x)) and k^(un>f f(x)k(r(x)) dv"(x)) are bounded

operators I¡ and 1} on L\UG, p) and \\f\\, = maxd!^!!, \\I(fl\\}.

Proof. We prove the statements about 1(G).
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J\ff(x)k(d(x))dv"(x) dp(u)

<j\f(x)k(d(x))\ dv(x) =J\J*(x)\ \k(r(x))\ dv(x)

-//|A*)| dv"(x)\k(u)\ dp(u) <||« K f\r\ dv"^ ¡kl

and f\ff(x)k(r(x)) dv"(x)\ dp(u) < ||« |-> /|/| *"|L ||*||i- Thus // and 7,
are bounded on L\UG, p) by ||/||7. Equality of norms holds for |/| because

on any a-finite measure space || gH«, = sup{/ |gk\: ]|A:||t = 1}.   □

Now we accumulate the facts necessary to introduce the convolution

product on 11(G). In these calculations, as in others that follow, we appeal to

Tonelli's Theorem or to Fubini's Theorem in order to justify a change in the

order of integration within a fibered product. Suppose/, g E 11(G) andy,

k E L2(UG, p). If/, g,j, k > 0, then Tonelli's Theorem justifies the following
calculation:

(IIfIIgj, k) =ff(y)jg(x)j(d(x)) dvd^\x)k(7(y^j dv(y)

= /7'J'ñy)g(y-^)j(d(x))l(rjy^j dv"(x) dv"(y) dp(u)

= //¡f(y)g(y-lx)j(d(x))k(üj dv"(y) dv"(x) dp(u)

= flfñxy)g(y-i) dvd^(y)j(d(x)) dv"(x)k(u) dp(u).     (1.5)

Because

f f J\f(y)g(y-lx)J(d(x))k(r(y))\ dv"(x) dv"(y) dp(u)

= (//,/1//|?,M,W)<||j1|//||g||//||/|#|2,
calculation (1.5) is valid for complex-valued/, g,j, k by Fubini's Theorem.

Settings = k = 1, we find that the Borel function

x^jf(xy)g(y-1)dvd^(y)

is an element of Ll(G, v) and equals / f(y)g(y ~lx) dvr{x)(y) v-a..e.

If/, = /a.e. and g, = g a.e., then

J\jf(xy)g(y-1) dvd^x\y) -Jfl(xy)gl(y-i) dvd^x\y) dv(x)

</JV(*OI \s{y~l) - si(y-l)\ dvdM(y) dv(x)

+ jjWxy)-f(xy)\\gï(y-')\dv<«x\y)dv(x)

= ("lA-s,!1' 0 + (%,-A,ii. 0 = o
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Thus, if we define/* g = (x H» / f(xy)g(y~') dvd(x\y)), then the convo-

lution (/, g) h»/*g is a well-defined function from 11(G) X 11(G) into

L'(G, v). Using the fact that A is a strict homomorphism, we calculate that

for v-a.e. x

g* *f*(x) = j'g*(xy)f(y-') dvdM(y)

= / g(y-ix-1)Hxy)-lJÔÔA(y) dvdM(y)

= A(x)~^f g(y-i)f(x-iy) *«*">0o)

= A(x)-1f*g(x-i) = (/*g)*(x),

so(/*g)* = g**/*inL'(G,J').

Calculation (1.5) and Lemma 1.4 show that

f\f*g(x)j(d(x))l(rjx)) | *V(x) <||//l7l|| I//,,,! ||/||2|*||2

so/* g E //(G) and ||/* g||7/ < ||/||// ||g||7/. Withy E V(UG, p) and k =

1, applying calculation (1.5) to/, g E /(G) shows

f\J\f*g\(x)j(d(x)) <fr"(*)| dp(u) <||/W/U1|

<l'wll lililí IUII. <MI/ B«ll/ Mr
By Lemma 1.4,/* g E /(G) and ||/* g||7 < ||/||/||g||/. We have proved

Lemma 1.6. 1(G) and 11(G) are closed under convolution (/, g) f-»/*g.

ll/*g||/<ll/ll/llc?ll/,ll/*c?ll//<ll/ll//l|g||//,^(/*^ = g**/*û-e.

Lemma 1.7./ h»/ * g and g h>/ * g are linear; f * (g * h) = (/ * g) * h for

/, g, A e //(G).

Proof. Linearity is obvious. Associativity is proved as it is for groups. If/,

g,h E 11(G) are nonnegative,

/* (g * *)(*) =ff(xy)(g * h)(y~l) dvdM(y)

= fjf(xy)g(y-1z)h(z-i) dvr^(z) dvdM(y)

= Jjf(xy)g(y-lz)h(z-1) dvdM(y) dvdM(z)

= JJf(xy)g(y-1z)h(z-1) dvr^(y) dvd^x\z)
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= fff(xzy)g(y-1)h(z-1) dvdM(y) dvd(x\z)

"ff* g(xz)Hz~X) dvdM(z)

= (f*g)*h(x).

For/, g, h E 11(G) arbitrary, write each as a linear combination of nonnega-

tive elements of 11(G) and expand by linearity.   □

The foregoing results combine to prove

Theorem 1.8.1(G, v, p) and II(G, v, p) are Banach *-algebras.

Remark 1.9.11(G) is the groupoid algebra of Westman [30]. The elements

and operations of both algebras 1(G) and 11(G) are unchanged by modifi-

cation on null sets, so 1(G) and 11(G) may be regarded as algebras associ-

ated with any i.r. of G or with any groupoid of which G is an i.r. Moreover, if

(v, p) and (p„ p) are Haar measures, then I(G, v, p) and I(G, vx, p) are

isomorphic. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 3.9 of [12] that there is a positive

Borel function <£ on UG such that $ ° d = dvjdv. /-»/(<£ ° d) is an

isomorphism of I(G, vu p) onto I(G,v, p).

Remark 1.10. Professor Mackey has suggested that convolution of

functions on groupoids can be interpreted in terms of convolution of

measures absolutely continuous with respect to X. Assume p = X, P = dv/ dX.

For a complex measure a on G, let a* be the measure E h»a(£_1)~. If

a « X, let a" = Eh+fE(da/dX) dX" and let ||a"|| be the total variation of a".

If wH|a"|| and u-+ ||(a_1)l belong to L°°(£/G,A) then P~\da/dX)G

I(G,v,X); and if a and ß are two such measures then their convolution is

defined by a * ß(E) = / ßd(y)(y~lE) da(y). It is easily verified that if / £

I(G,v, X), then aj(E) = JtfdX defines one of these measures, a^.) = (af)*,

and "(/.«) ="/*«*•
Associativity can be demonstrated directly. Since

ffd(a * ß)"=Jff(xy)dßd^(y) da"(x),

(a*ß)* y(E) = j ydM(x~lE) d(a * ß)(x)

= fjlE(xz)dyd^(z)d(a*ß)(x)

= j f j\E(xyz) dyd^\z) dßdM(y) da(x)

= //(/? * y)dM(x-lE) da(x) = a*(ß* y)(E).

When G is principal, the measures a" may be transferred to UG from
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{«} X UG. With this convention convolution takes the following form,

suggestive of Markov kernels:

(a*ß)"(E)=Jß°(E)da"(v).

Example 1.11. As in Example 3.16 of [12], let g with Haar measure h act on

(5", p), so that ( p X h, p) is a Haar measure for the measure groupoid (S X g,

[p X h]) and the modular functions A of S X g and 6 of g satisfy d(p-

x~l)/dp = 8(x)A(s, x)~' for A-a.a. x. The convolution is

f*g(s,x) =ff(s,xy)g(sxy,y-l)dh(y) = J' f(s,y)g(sy,y~1x)dh(y).

It agrees with the convolution used by Glimm [10]. The norm ||/||/7 is

sup! j\f(s, x)j(sx)k(s)\ dp X h(s, x):

J\j(s)\2dp(s)=J\k(s)\2dp(s)=l}.

The norm ||/||7 is

max| Lsh» j \f(s, x)\dh(x)\\  ,
VII lloo

Lh> f\f(sx, x~l)\A(sx, x~l)dh(x)

The involution is f*(s, x) =f(sx, x~l)A(sx, x_I).

Let Lc°° be the subspace of L°°(5 X g, p X h) of functions / vanishing a.e.

outside of a set S X K¡, Kf c g compact. For f, g G Lc°°, let

/°(¿, x) «/(**, jc-'JfiW1 and / * g(s, x) = ff(s, xy)g(sxy,y-l)dh(y).

\\f*g\\ < ||/H»l|g|lcoA(^) and/* g vanishes a.e. off S X (KfKg). Arguing
as in the proof of Theorem 1.8, one can prove that Lc°° is a *-algebra.

For/E400 define $/ by ^f(s, x) = f(s,x)A(s,x)~1/2Ô(xy/2. $ is a

*-homomorphism of Lf into //(5 X g). By restricting O to the continuous

functions on g with compact support and then extending to L'(g, h), we

obtain a norm-decreasing injective *-homomorphism <P of L\q, h) into II(S

X g). If S = [e] then L!(g, h) = I(S X g) = //(S X g).

2. The modular Hilbert algebra. Let (v, p) be a Haar measure for the

measure groupoid (G, C). Let U, \p, P, and X = fX"dX(u) be as at the

beginning of §1. We are interested in a particular representation of

II(G, v, p) = 11(G) on the Hilbert space L2(G, v).

Lemma 2.1. Lf(j) = (xt+f f(xy)j(y~l) dvdM(y)) defines a norm-decreas-

ing *-representation L of 11(G) on L2(G, v), called the left regular repre-

sentation.
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Proof. Suppose/ E 11(G), j, k E L2(G, v), and/.y, k > 0.

// f(xy)f(y-1) dvd™(y)k(x) dv(x)

= f  f     f   f(y)f(y-1x)k(x)dv"(y)dv"(x)dp(u)
JU JG\U JG\U

I \ 1/2/ vl/2

<f    /OO   f   j(xfdvd^(x)\    [f   k(x)2dv^\x)\     dv(y)
JG\U \JG\U )       \JG\U J

<\\a\ii\\u h> [j(x)2dv"(Xy/2\\ \\u k fk(x)dv"(Xy/
Il2

-Mi//ii/y%-
Thus L is a norm-decreasing *-representation.   □

Corollary 2.2. 77ie restriction of L to 1(G) is a norm-decreasing *-repre-

sentation.

We will show that (Lf. f E 1(G)) is nondegenerate. The von Neumann

algebra generated by this ""-algebra of operators on L2(G, v) is the principal

object of study in this paper. The main result of this section is a description of

a modular Hilbert algebra generating {Lf:f E 1(G)}".

As in §1, we will pass to the inessential reduction G| U. Again, this is simply

for convenience.

Definition 2.3. An absolutely integrable Borel function / is strictly Aa-

bounded if for all x f(x) = 0 or A(x) E [1/a, a]. An absolutely integrable

Borel function g is Aa- bounded if g agrees a.e. with a strictly Afl-bounded

function. An a.e. function class is Aa-bounded if it contains a Aa-bounded

member. A function or function class is A-bounded if it is Aa-bounded for

some a > 1.

Lemma 2.4. {/ E 11(G): f is A-bounded) is an involutive subalgebra of

11(G).

Proof. Suppose /0 is strictly Aa-bounded and g0 is strictly AA-bounded.

Since A(x) - A(xy)A(y)~l, if A(x) > ab then either A(xy) > a or A(v_1) >

b. Thus if A(x) > ab then f0(xy)g0(y~') = 0 for all v E r~\d(x)), so

/o * goto - //o(*v)goO-1) dvd(-x\y) = 0. Similarly, if A(x) < l/(ab), then

/o * go(x) = 0. Thus f0 * g0 is strictly Ao6-bounded; and this implies that the

convolution of two A-bounded elements of 11(G) is A-bounded.

If/0 is strictly Aa-bounded, then [x: f$(x) ¥=0} = [x: f0(x) ¥= 0}-1 c {x:

\/a < A(x) < a}~1 = {x: \/a < A(x~l) < a} = {x: \/a < A(x) < a), so

yj is Aa-bounded. Thus the involute of a A-bounded element of 11(G) is

A-bounded. Clearly,/ h» c/and (/, g) h»/ + g preserve A-boundedness.   □
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Definition 2.5. %, = L2(G, v) n {/ E 11(G): f is A-bounded}. % =

%j n i(G).

Lemma 2.6. Let E(a) = {y E G: \/a < P(y) < a, \/a < P(v_I) < a,

\/a < \p(r(y)) < a, and \/a < \¡>(d(y)) < a}. If f = /l/j(a) a.e. for some

a > 1 andf E L°°(G, />), thenf E <&7.

Proof. By enlarging a and modifying/on a null Borel set, we may assume

f = flE(a) and l/l < a. f\f\2 dv = /|/|2(^ o r)P dX < a4 since X(G) = 1.
Thus/ E L\G, v). /I/I oV" = /|/|P dX" < a2 since X"(G) = 1.

/|/*| *" =j\f(x-*)\P(x-*)t(d(x))P(x)-lt(r(x))-1 dv"(x)

= l\f(x-l)\P(x-1)Hd(x))4>(r(x)yldX"(x) < a4.

Thus/ E 1(G). Finally, we show/is strictly A-bounded. Suppose/(v) ¥" 0.

Then v E E(a), so A(y) - P(y)4>(r(y))P(y " >)*(</(y))~1 E [a~4, a4].   D

Corollary 2.7. % n £°°(G, v) is dense in L2(G, v).

Proof. Let g E L2(G, v); let g„(v) = g(v) if |g(v)| < «, g„(y) = 0 other-

wise. gn\E(n) E %7 n L°°(G, y). Since E(ri) c £(« + 1) and UE(n) = G,

U-g«l£:(n)|2 converges pointwise to zero, dominated by |g|2, so the

Dominated Convergence Theorem implies || g — g„l£(„)||2 ->0.   □

Lemma 2.8. % c 1(G) and %¡ c H(G) are nonempty complex involutive
subalgebras.

Proof. We show %7 and %7/ are closed under convolution and involution.

If/ E L\G, v) is Aa-bounded, then

J\r\2dv=f\f(y->)\2A(y-*fdv(y)

= f\f(y)\2A(y)dv(y)<a\\f\\22.

By Lemma 2.1, ||/* g||2 = \\Lf(g)\\2 < \\f\\u\\g\\2 if /, g E %,. By Lemma
2.4, if/ and g are A-bounded, so are/ * g and/*.   □

Lemma 2.9. // h E L2(G, p) n 1(G) is such that (<¡> * ty, A) = 0 /or a// <i>,

^ E % n L°°(G, p), iAe« A = 0 a.e.

Proof. Let E(n) be as in Lemma 2.6, F(l), F(2),... a generating algebra

for the Borel sets ®(G) of G. Let <i>„>m = l£(n)lf(m) and <#>;„, = <i>n>m//>. By

Lemma 2.6, <j>nm and 4>'nm belong to % n L°°(G, p). By Fubini's Theorem,

0 = «m * </>„,,, A)

-//^OO/^-1*)W) d»r(y\x) dX"(y) dp(u).
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Since hB 1(G), Ifî^(y-lx)\h(x)\ dv"(x) dX"(y) dp(u) < \\h\\r By the
Dominated Convergence Theorem, ÍJF(m)î^P,<i(y lx)h(x) dvrM(y) dX"

(y) dp(u) = 0. By the Caratheodory Extension Theorem, there is a null Borel

set N such that y E G - N and (p, q) E N X N imply

i^p,q(y~lx)h(x) dvrM(x) = 0. By the Dominated Convergence Theorem

again, there is a null Borel set /V, such that if (m, y) E N X (G — 7Y,),

^F(m)(y~lx)h(x) dvr^\x) = 0 and /|AQc)| dv*\x) < ||A||/. Thus if (m,y)

E N X (G - /Y,), ¡lF(m)(x)h(yx) dvd^\x) - 0. Hence if v E 7Y„

(x\->h(yx)) = 0 vdW-a.e., so Jf\h(yx)\ dXd{y\x) dX(y) = 0, so A = 0 a.e.

D
This lemma can also be obtained from results in §3.

On %j we define a complex one-parameter group of automorphisms

/ |-> Azf for z E C. Indeed, if / E ^L7 is A-bounded, so is Az/, and ||Af/||2 <
alR"l||/||2and||Ay||/<alR"l||/||7.   '

We verify

(A'/)*(v) - (A'(^-,)/(^-|)rA(^-1) = (A-T)(y),        (2.10)

(Ay, g) =/az(v)/(v)^ö) dv(y) = (/, A'g) (2.11)

and

(A'/%g*) -/aOOTÖ^AOO'W'^OO"1 *O0

= Jg(y)7U)dv(y) = (g,f). (2.12)

Lemma 2.13. ///, gel, then z h» (Az/, g) is an entire function.

Proof. Since / and g are A-bounded, this follows from standard complex

analysis (e.g. use Theorem V.6.1 of [13]).   □

Lemma 2.14. Let t E R. // g E % is such that ((1 + A')/, g) = 0 for all

f E %, then g = 0 a.e.

Proof. (1 + A'( v)) > 0 for ah> E G. If /(l + A'( v))gO>)gÖÖ *O0 = °*

\\gh = 0.   D
The definition of modular Hilbert algebra is given in [27]. We use * for

involution instead of the "sharp" symbol used in [27].

Theorem 2.15. %7 is a modular Hilbert algebra dense in L2(G, v). The left

von Neumann algebra L(%7)" of %7 coincides with the weak closures of

L(I(G)) and L(II(G)). L(%)" = L(I(G))" = L(II(G))".

Proof. In the definition of modular Hilbert algebra, Property I and

Property II follow from (/* g, A) = (Lfg, h) = (g, Lf* A) = (g,f* * A) and
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Il g r->/*g|| = \\L/\\ < 11/11/ (Corollary 2.1). Property III is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 2.9. Property IV is (2.10), Property V is (2.11), and

Property VI is (2.12). Property VII is Lemma 2.13, and Property VIII is

Lemma 2.14.

By Corollary 2.7, % is dense in L2(G, v). Since L(%) c L(I(G)) c

L(II(G)) and the weak closure of the *-algebra /-(%/) contains the identity,

it suffices to show that the weak closure of L(%/) contains L(II(G)). For

g E 11(G) we adopt notation from the proof of Corollary 2.7. Let fn =

g„lE(n)E%. If y, kEL2(G,v), (L(g-fn)f,k)->0 by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem, because

j\g(xy) -fn(xy)\ \j{y-l)k(x)\ dvd(x\y) dv(x)

= {L\g-ü\J\>\k\)<\\g\\uVUk\\r □

Theorem 2.15 provides all of the power of the Tomita-Takesaki theory for

study of the von Neumann algebra L(I(G))". The modular involution / is

defined by Jf = Al/2f* = (y \-+ f(y~l)A(y)~1/2). J is a. conjugate-linear

isometry of L2(G, v) with itself; and S h» JSJ is a conjugate-isomorphism of

L(I(G))" with its commutant. More will be said about conjugate-

isomorphisms in §5.

The notation used in the present section tends to suppress the fact that %¡

depends upon the choice of the Haar measure (v, p). It appears that L(%/)"

also depends upon the choice of Haar measure, but this is not the case. In the

next section we provide an alternate description of L(%7)', one which will be

proved to be independent of the Haar measure.

3. Inducing representations to the groupoid algebras. Let (G, C) be a

measure groupoid. By a representation of (G, C) on a separable Hilbert space

H we mean a homomorphism of (G, C) into the unitary group, endowed with

the weak Borel structure [19]. If X is a representation of (G, [JX" dp(u)]),

Mackey has defined the commuting algebra X' of X to be the subalgebra of

the decomposable operators on L2( UG, X, H) consisting of operators T =

¡T(u)dX(u) such that T(r(x))X(x) - X(x)T(d(x)) for A-a.a. x [19].

Since every group representation gives rise to a representation of the group

algebra by integration with respect to the Haar measure, one hopes that this

relationship can be generalized to measure groupoids. The appropriate

formula (Xfj, k) = ff(x)(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x) has been given by

Westman in an unpublished paper [30]. In this section we give details of this

"inducing" construction and show that X' is the commutant of [Xf: f E

11(G)}. In particular, the regular representation defined and studied in §2 is

unitarily equivalent to a representation of //(G) induced by a representation

of G, provided G is ergodic.
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Let (v, p) be a Haar measure for (G, C); let U, \p, P, and X = fX" dX(u) be

as at the beginning of §1. As before, we assume for convenience that

G= G\U.

Lemma 3.1. Let H be a separable Hubert space, t(H) its algebra of bounded

operators. Let X: G -» t(H) be a function such that x h» (X(x)f, k) is Borel

for  all j,   k E H  and   \\X(x)\\ < 1   a.e. For f E 11(G),   (Xfj, k) =
ff(.x)(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x) defines an operator Xj on the Hubert space

L\UG, p, H) and \\X}\\ < \\f\\u.

Proof. Since L2(UG, p, H) is spanned by elements u t-±a(u)l with a E

L2( UG, p) and I E H, every element y E L2( UG, p, H) is a limit a.e. of linear

combinations of elements u\->a(u)l [5, Proposition 5, p. 146, and Corollaire,

p. 153]. Since (X(x)a(d(x))l, b(r(x))m) = a(d(x))b(r(x))(X(x)l, m),

x\-*(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) is Borel for ally, k E L2(UG, p, H). \(Xf,j, k)\ <

f\f(x)\ \\j(d(x))\\ \\k(r(x))\\ dv(x) < H/IWI/H ||*||.    D

Lemma 3.2. // (u h-> ku) E JL2(G, X", H) dp(u), j E L2(UG, p, H), f E
H(G), andX is as in Lemma 3.1, then

/((*/U))(")> K)u dp{u) =ff(y)(X(y)f(d(y)), ku\ dv"(y) dp(u).

Proof. Because of the isomorphism ¡L2(G, X", H) dp(u) —

L2(G, ¡X" dp(u), H), there is k E L2(G, ¡X" dp(u), H) such that ¡\\k -

ku\\2u dp(u) = 0. Hence we may work with k. Suppose k = al with a E

L\G, ¡X" dp(u)), I E H. Then

JJf(y)(X(y)f(d(y)), k)u dv"(y) dp(u)

= Jff(y)J(X(y)j(d(y)), a(x)l) dX"(x) dv"(y) dp(u)

= fff(y)(X(y)j(d(y)), l)j~a~(xj dX"(x) dv"(y) dp(u)

= lxf(j),u^(fa(x)dX"(x)l))

= ¡[xs(f)(u), [ja(x) dX"(x))jl)j dp(u)

= JJ(Xf(f)(u), a(x)l) dX"(x) dp(u)

= j{Xj(j)(u),k)udp(u).

Thus, the desired result is true for k of the form u h» a(u)l; and by linearity
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the result holds for linear combinations. Since the linear span of elements

u (-* a(u)l is dense in L2(G, JX" dp(u), H) and the functional k \-*

f(Xf(j)(u), k)u dp(u)  and  k h> jf(y)(X(y)j(d(y)), k)u dv"(y) dp(u)  are

continuous   (as   in   Lemma   3.1),   the   equality   is   valid   for   all   k E

L2(G, ¡X" dp(u), H).   O

Lemma 3.3. Let X as in Lemma 3.1 satisfy X(y~l) = X(y)* v-a.e. Suppose

f E 11(G). Then Xj. = (Xf)*. If g E Lœ(G, v) and vanishes a.e. off a set
E(a), a > 1 (see Lemma 2.6), then

(XfXs(j), k) = ff(y)fg(x){X(y)X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(y))) dvd^(x) dv(y)

and

(*/.sO)> k) = ff(y)fg(x)(X(yx)j(d(x)), k(r(y))) dvd^(x) dv(y).

Proof.

(Xj. (j), k) =jJ(y~^)A(y)-\X(y)j(d(y)), k(r(y))) dv(y)

= J7U)(X(y-i)f(r(y)),k(d(y)))dv(y)

= Jf(y)(X(y-l)*k(d(y)),j(r(y)))dv(y)-

= (Xf(k),jj-=((Xf)*(j),k).

By Lemma 2.6, g E 1(G). On L2(G, ¡X" dp(u); H) define an operator D by

(Djlt k¡) = jfg(x)P(x)(X(x)j1(x), kl(x))dXu(x)dp(u). D commutes with

multiplication by elements of L°°(G, v), so that in particular D =

¡D (u) dp(u) is decomposable as an operator on the direct integral Hubert

space ¡L2(G, X", H) dp(u) s L2(G, ¡X" dp(u), H). Clearly

(D(u)j\, kl)u=fg(x)P(x)(X(x)j\(x), k,(x)) dX"(x)   a.e.

(XjXgj,k) = (Xg(f),Xj,(k))

= ffg(x)P(x)(X(x)j(d(x)),Xj.(k)(r(x)))udX"(x)dp(u)

= (D(j°d),(Xr(k))or)

= (j(Xj.(k)(u),D(u)(jod))udp(u)))

= (fjf*(y)(X(y)k(d(y)),D(u)(j = d))u dv"(y) dp(u)}
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by Lemma 3.2. Thus

(XjXg(j), k) =ff(y-i)A(y)-1fg(x)P(x)

■(X(x)f(d(x)), X(y)k(d(y))) dX"(x) dv(y)

= ff(y)fg(x)(X(y)X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(y))) dvd(*\x) dv(y).

(Xftg(j), k) =jf*g(x)(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x)

= }}f(xy)g(y-l)(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv<*x\y) dv(x)

= fjf(y)fg(y-1x)(X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv"(x) dv"(y) dp(u)

= ff(y)fg(x)(X(yx)j(d(x)),k(r(y))) dvd(*\x) dv(y).   U

We define now the natural representation Mr of L°°(t/C, p) on

L2(UG, p, H) by multiplication operators. Explicitly, if a E L^Uq, p) and

y E L2(UG, p, H), then Mr(a)j = (a ° r)j. Mr corresponds to the projection-

valued measure used in the inducing construction in group representations.

Theorem 3.4. If X is a representation of (G, C) on the separable Hubert

space H, then f h» Xf is a nondegenerate norm-decreasing *-representation of

11(G) on L2(UG, p, H) possessing the following two properties:

(1) For l, m £ H, \(Xf(u \^l),(u H m))\ < ||/||,||/|| ||m||,

(2)Mr(a)Xf = Xj(a.ry

Remark 3.5. / h» Xf is called the representation of II (G) induced by the

representation X of G (cf. Remark 3.6). The theorem has a converse: any

nondegenerate *-representation of 11(G) on L2(UG, p, H) having the two

properties in the theorem is induced. Moreover, the same holds for any

suitably large separable *-subalgebra of 1(G) (for the theorem to make sense,

a in property (2) must be restricted appropriately). Here, "suitably large"

means that the subalgebra contains the characteristic functions of all

elements in a countable generating algebra for $(£(«)), u = 1, 2, 3,...,

and that it is closed under f Y*f\F ° r for F in a countable generating

algebra for %(UG). Such subalgebras always exist. We will not prove the

converse assertions here, because in studying the regular representation one

can make explicit constructions to show that certain representations are

induced. Minor modification of the proof of Theorem 5.4 of [11] gives the

general result. In Example 7.9 of [11] we have given an example of a suitably

large subalgebra with a nondegenerate "-representation unitarily equivalent

to no induced representation. We will show in the proof of Theorem 5.4 that
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the restriction of the representation/-» Xj to any suitably large subalgebra is

also nondegenerate.

Proof (of Theorem 3.4). By Lemma 3.1, \\Xf\\ < ||/||7/. By Lemma 3.3,

(Xf)* = (Xj.). If g E LM(G, v) and g vanishes off E(a), then (XJtg(j), k) =

(XjXg(j), k) by Lemma 3.3. For general g E 11(G), find g„ E L^G, v) with

0 < I g — grt| < g> gn vanishing off E(n), and |g — g„| -» 0 pointwise. By the

Dominated Convergence Theorem, {Xjt^g_gJJ),k) and (XfX(g_gn)(j),fc)

converge to zero, so Xj mg = XfXg.

Let y* be a nonzero element of L2(UG, p, H) and let /„ l2,... be an

orthonormal basis for H. Then x h» (X(x)j(d(x)), l¡) is Borel and for x s.t.

j(d(x)) ¥= 0 there exists i such that (X(x)f(d(x)), l¡) ¥= 0. It follows that there

is an index i and a nonnull Borel set F c G such that on F x (-»

(X(x)j(d(x)), l¡) has real part or imaginary part which is strictly of one sign.

Let /„ = lfl£(n). For some «, (Xfn(j), (u h> /,)) =

ff„(x)(X(x)j(d(x)), l¡) dv(x) 7e 0. By the Caratheodory Extension Theorem,

there is in any generating algebra for E(n) a set E such that (XXJ, l¡) =£ 0.

To verify properties (1) and (2), note that

\(Xf(uh*l),(u*m))\

= \ff(x)(X(x)l, m) dv(x)\ <¡\f(x)\ \\l\\ \\m\\ dv(x)

and

(Mr(a)Xf(j), k) = (Xf(j), Mr(a)(k))

= jf(x)(X(x)j(d(x)), a(r(x))k(r(x))) dv(x)

= jf(x)a(r(x))(X(x)f(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x).   D

Remark 3.6. In the situation described in Example 1.11, any representation

/ r-> T(f) of II(S X G) induces a representation g h» T($(g)) of L\G). If

X is a representation of S X G, then the inducing construction of Mackey

yields a representation U of G on L2(UG, p, H) given by (Uxf)(s) =

A(s, x)~1^28(x)l/'2X(s, x)j(sx). The corresponding representation g h» Ug of

L'(G) is given by

(Us(j)>k)-jg(x)(Uxj,k)dh(x)

= Jg(x)A(s, x)-l/28(Xy/2(X(s, x)j(sx), k(s)) dp X h(s, x)

= f<S>g(s, x)(X(s, x)j(sx), k(s)) dp X h(s, x)

= (X«g)(j),k).
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Thus, there is a commutative diagram

Rep(//(S X G)) -* Rep(L'(G))

inducing^ $ classical bijection

_ inducing
Rep(S X G) -» Rep(G)

which justifies use of the term "inducing" for the construction described in

Theorem 3.4. The left arrow, rather than the top arrow, receives the name

because inducing entails manufacturing a new family of operators on a new

Hubert space from another on another space. The step T-* T ° 0 merely

selects those operators to be associated with the group. In Chapter V of [11]

we have used the converse of the present Theorem 3.4 to prove Mackey's

Imprimitivity Theorem [16].

Enlargement of our study to a-representations, where a is a Borel 2-cocycle

of G (see [20, §10]), is included in succeeding sections of this paper. For

economy we will include a-representations in the following discussion.

Suppose X and Y are a-representations of (G, C) on Hubert spaces H and

K, respectively. Let p0 E C be a fixed probability. A decomposable operator

T = JT(u) íAío(w) from L2(UG, p0, H) to L2(UG, p0, K) pç-intertwines X with

Y if T(r(x))X(x) = Y(x)T(d(x)) C-a.e. The po-commuting algebra of X is

the algebra of operators /to-intertwining X with X. X is p^-primary if its

juo-commuting algebra is a factor and /x0-irreducible if its u0-commuting

algebra is one-dimensional. X and Y are p^-equivalent if a unitary operator

/iQ-intertwines them. If a = 1, these definitions are for ordinary repre-

sentations of G. See [19].

Lemma 3.7. Equivalence of a-representations X and Y does not depend upon

choice of Pq E C.ji->((\/dp0/dpl ) ° r)j defines a spacial isomorphism of the

Pq- and Pi-commuting algebras of X. If X and Y are equivalent, then their

commuting algebras are equivalent via a decomposable unitary operator.

We omit the easy proof. In view of the lemma, we will refer to the

commuting algebra, equivalence, primary, and irreducible without

mentioning pç.

Theorem 3.8. Let X and Y be ordinary representations of G. The strong

closure of [Xf: f E H(G)} contains the multiplication operators {Mr(a):

a £ Lœ(UG, p)}. An operator T intertwines X with Y iff TXf = YfT for all

f E 11(f) iff TXj = YfTfor all f in a suitably large *-subalgebra & of 1(G).
The commuting algebra of X is {Xf f £ & }' = {Xf. f E II (G)}'. X and Y are

equivalent iff f |-> X} and f (-» Y} are unitarily equivalent.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4, [Xf f £ II (G)} is a nondegenerate *-algebra of
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bounded operators. By Corollaire 2, p. 44 of [5], the identity operator / of

L2(UG, p, H) belongs to the strong closure of this algebra. Let/Y be a net in

1(G) such that Xf -» / strongly. Then Mr(a) = Mr(a)I = lim Mr(a)XJy =

lim(A>r«. r) E {X}: f £ 11(G)}". Suppose TXf = YfT for all/ E &. Thenfor
j E L2(UG, p, H) and k £ L2(UG, p, K), f h> ((TXf - YfT)j, k) extends to

be the zero integral, because & contains characteristic functions of generating

algebras for % (E(n)), n - 1, 2,_Thus TXf = YfT for all / E 11(G).

Hence lim^r) = lim(7T/Y) = T and TMr(a) = Km(TXfyCicr) =

lim(YfaorT) = lim(Mr(a)YfTJ= Mr(a)T, so T is decomposable, T =

}T(u)dp(u). Since

j\E(x)(T(r(x))X(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x)

= (XlJ,T*k) = (Y1T(j),k)

= flE(x)(Y(x)T(d(x))j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x)

for all E belonging to a countable generating algebra of % (E(n)), n =

1, 2,..., T(r(x))X(x) = Y(x)T(d(x)) r-a.e. The remaining assertions are

easily verified.   □

It is a consequence of direct integral theory that the function u h»

dim L2(G, v") is measurable on UG. A different choice of Haar measure

changes this function only on a null set.

Definition 3.9. (G, C) is homogeneous if dim L2(G, v") is essentially con-

stant.

Lemma 3.10. There is a sequence GM, Gv G2,... of disjoint reductions of G

such that dim L2(G, v") = dim L2(G¡, v") = i a.e. on UG n G, and U G, = G

a.e. The sequence Gœ, G„ G2,. .. is determined uniquely up to null sets. If

p(UG n G¡) = c¡ > 0, then (v\G¡, c¡~lp\(UG n G¡) is a Haar measure for G¡

and A| G, is its modular function.

Proof. Let F(i) c UG, i = co, 1, 2,..., be Borel sets such that u E F(i)

=> dim L\G, v") = i and dim L2(G, v") =£ i for a.e. u E UG - F(i). We can

find i/0 c UF(i) conull Borel such that X"(G\U0) = 1 if n E U0. Then
x E G\U0=>prM =(E\->flE(xy)dvdM(y)) as measures on G\U0 and

«i-»dim L2(G\U0, v") is Borel. Thus we may assume dim L2(G, v") is Borel

and F(i) = (u: dim L2(G, v") = /}. Clearly r(x) E F(i) =^> d(x) E F(i); that

is, F(i) are saturated. Hence u £ F(i) =» G|F(/) is »»"-conull and u E UG —

//(/') => G | F(i) is y "-null. G, = G|.F(j) are the reductions desired. The r-

decomposition of v\G¡ with respect to c,~lp\F(i) is v\G, = fF^ c¡vuc,~l dp(u),

so (»»IG,-, c¡~lp\F(i)) is a Haar measure. jf(x~1)lFW(d(x)) dv(x) =

¡f(x)A(x)~1lF(i)(r(x)) dv(x), so A|G, is the modular homomorphism.   □
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For ergodic groupoids there can be no nontrivial decomposition as de-

scribed in the lemma, so every ergodic groupoid is homogeneous. Homo-

geneous groupoids are exactly the class of groupoids of which we can

describe a representation inducing (up to equivalence) the regular represen-

tation of H(G). The construction we give is an adaptation of one made by

Ramsay [22].
Example 3.11. Assume (G, C) is a homogeneous groupoid and a is a strict

2-cocycle [20, p. 312]. Let H be a fixed Hubert space to which a.a. L2(G, v")

are   isomorphic.   There   is   an   isomorphism   V = ¡V(u) dp(u)   of

JL2(G, v") dp(u) s L2(G, v) with L2(UG, p, H). We may assume that u \->

V(u)fis Borel if /is Borel. Define W„(X): L2(G, vd™) -* L2(G, vr<x)) by

W-(*)(/)O0 = o(y"\ x)-lf(x~y). (3.12)

By the cocycle identity,

W0(x)W0(y)f(z) = o(z~\Xylo(z-lx,y)-lf(y~ix-1z)

= o(z-\xy)~lo(x,y)-lf(y-ix-iz)

= a(x,y)-lWa(xy)f(z).

Let t/, c UG be a conull Borel set on which V(u) is unitary. Define

W°(x) = V(r(x))Wa(x)V(d(x)yl on G\UX and W(x) - / otherwise. W°

is a a-representation, which we call the a-regular representation of (G, C). Up

to equivalence, W does not depend upon the choice of V. W is strict on the

i.r.G|t/,.
In the special case a = 1, W = Wx is the regular representation of G.

Suppose/, k E L\G, v) s \L2(G, v") dp(u).

(WfV(j), V(k)) =ff(x)(W(x)V(j)(d(x)), V(k)(r(x))) dv(x)

= //(*)(r_I {r(x))W(x)V(d(x))j, k)Kx) dv(x)

= jjf(x)(W, (x)j, k)u dv"(x) dp(u)

= fff(x)fj(x-ly)W) dvrM(y) dv"(x) dp(u)

= (Lf(j),k).

Thus L and/ h» Wf are unitarily equivalent. This fact, together with Lemma

3.7 and the following result, frees the left von Neumann algebra described in

§2 from seeming dependence on the Haar measure.

Proposition 3.13. Up to equivalence W is independent of the Haar

measure.
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Proof. If (v°, p°) is another Haar measure and \p° = dp°/dX and P°t¡/° ° r

= dv°/dX, then by Corollary 3.14 of [12] there is a positive Borel function $

on UG such that a.e. P° = P<f> ° d. Let (Waf be as defined by (3.12) using
(v°, p°). Let Vo = JV°(u) dp°(u): L2(G, v°)^L2(UG, p°, H) be defined by

V°(u)f= V(u)(fV<t> o d ). Use Vo to form (W°f; we have remarked

already that up to equivalence (W)° is independent of the choice of Vo. Let

f,gEL\G,v).

((W°)°(x)V0(d(x))f,V0(r(x))g)r(x)

= ((.W0f(x)f,g) =fo(y-\x)-lf(x-y)-glJj d(v°)rM(y)

- fo(y-\ xYlf(x-y)^ o d(x-ly) g(y)]¡<¡> ° d(y)   dv*x\y)

= (W0(x)(fVV7d),gV¥rd) ,,

= (^"0)^(^0))/, F°(rO))g)rW.

Thus H/" = (^<')0 for this choice of Vo.   Q

4. The twisted regular representation. For a given strict 2-cocycle a of the

homogeneous groupoid (G,C), we have constructed in Example 3.11 a

a-representation IF" which is called the a-regular representation. By Propo-

sition 3.14, the equivalence class of W among all a-representations is

uniquely determined, so by Lemma 3.7 there is a von Neumann algebra

(W)' associated with (G, C) and a. When a = 1, considerably more has

already been demonstrated: W is the commutant of the regular repre-

sentation of //(G) and is in standard form, W" being generated by %7;

/ K>A7/is the modular automorphism group and

//=(^A(x)-1/2/0-1))

defines the modular involution. This information is useful in determining, for

example, whether W is semifinite (see §5); therefore this section is devoted to

extending the analysis of the ordinary regular representation to a-regular

representations.

Let (G, C) be a measure groupoid, not necessarily homogeneous. The

device used for deriving the information needed is the groupoid extension G°

[22], [30]. Let T be the unit circle with normalized Lebesgue measure m. The

set G" = G X T is endowed with groupoid structure by defining (x, s)(y, t)

= (xy,sta(x,y)~1) for (x,y) £ G(2) and (x, i)_I = (x~l, s~la(x, x~1)).

Note that a(x, x~l) = o(x, x~l)o(xx~\ x) = a(x, x~1x)o(x~l, x) =

a(x~l, x). C = C X [im], (v X m, p X Ô,) is a Haar measure, (x, s) |-> A(x)

is the modular homomorphism.
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If X is a a-representation of (G, C) on H, then X = ((x, s) h» íA"(x)) is an

ordinary representation of (Ga, C). In particular, if G is homogeneous, then

W" is an ordinary representation of G". For the following proposition, we

adopt the notation Xf from Lemma 3.1; (UG X {1}, p X 8X) is identified with

(UG, p).

Theorem 4.1. The commuting algebras ofX and ofX coincide. The assertions

of Theorem 3.8 are valid for a-representations X and Y.

Proof. Since r(x, s) = (r(x), 1) and d(x, s) = (d(x), 1), the first statement

follows from the definitions. The second statement follows from the proof of

Theorem 3.8, provided it is shown that there is a net/y E 11(G) such that

Xf -»/ strongly. By the proof of Theorem 3.8, there is a net gY E II(G°)

such that X„-*I strongly. Let fy(x) = fsgy(x, s) dm(s). fy E 11(G). For j,

k E L2(UG, p, H),

(Xjj, k) =f[fsgy(x, s)dm(s)Yx(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv(x)

= ffgy(x, s)(sX(x)j(d(x)), k(r(x))) dv X m(x, s)

= ( V' *>
Therefore, lim Xt = lim X, = I.   □

In what follows the symbol ~ will be used to denote functions on G". For

g £ L2(G", v X m) define Bg(x, s) = s~lf tg(x, t)dm(t). Computation

shows that B is a projection. Let/ £ %7(G"). For a.a. (x, s),

f*Bg(x,s)=Jjf(y,q)Bg(y-lx,q-1so(y-\y)o(y-\xyl)

• dvrM(y) dm(q)

= fjf (y> q)°(y~\ x)qs-lo(y-\y)~l jtg(y~'x, t) dm(t)

. dvrM(y) dm(q)

= s-1ftjff(y,q)g(y-lx,q-'ta(y~\y)a(y-\x)~')

. dvrM(y) dm(q) dm(t)

= s-1ftf*g(x, t) dm(t) = B(f* g)(x, s).

This shows that B commutes with the regular representation L of G". The

modular involution associated with %7(G°) is given by Jf(x, s) =

A(x)-l/2(f(x~\s-lo(x-\x)))'. A computation shows that JBJf = Bf.

Thus B is a central projection of L.
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Let   K:   L2(G, v) -> L2(G°, v X m)   be   defined   by   (Kf)(x, s) =

s~io(x~1, x)f(x). \\Kf\\2 = ||/||2. We claim B is projection on the image of K.

Clearly    BKf =   Kf.     If   / £   L2(G", v X   m),    let   f(x) =
a(x~\ x)-lftf(x, t) dm(t). Then Kf(x, s) = i-1 ftf(x, t) dm(t) = Bf(x, s).
This proves the claim. K: L2(G, v) -> BL2(G", v X m) is an isomorphism.

..Let Lj be the restriction of Lj to the range of B. The restriction JofJto the

range of B is a conjugate linear involutive isometry. Let L' and L be the

respective commuting algebras. For/ E //(G) define 2} on L2(G, i>) by

(Tjj, k) =fff(x)a(y-\ xyXj(x-ly)k(y) dv*x\y) dv(x)

ÎOTf,kEL2(G,v).   (4.2)

The proof of the next theorem shows that 7} is a bounded operator.

Theorem 4.3. B%(Ga) is a modular Hubert algebra whose left von

Neumann algebra is L", modular involution J, and commutant L = JL"J. L"

is spacially isomorphic to the weak closure of {Tf f £ 11(G)}. Up to decom-

posable spacial isomorphism, L" and J do not depend upon the Haar measure

(v, p). If G is homogeneous, with a-regular representation W, then L is

unitarily equivalent to /-» W~ and L" is spacially isomorphic over

Mr(Lm(UG, p)) to the commutant of the commuting algebra of W.

Proof. If/ £ L2(G", v X m) n I(G") and is A-bounded, then so is Bf.

(Bf)*(x,s) = A(x)~lBj{x~1,s-1a(x-l,x))

= s~1a(x-\ x)A(xy1f t~l f (x~\t) dm(t)

= s~lf rxJ(x-\ ta(x, x-1))A(x)~l dm(t)

= B(f*)(x, s).

Also B(A*f) = A*B(f) and ((1 + Ac)Bf, Bg) = ((1 + Ac)f, Bg).

((Bf ) * (Bg), Bh) = (A\Bh)*, ((Bf ) * Bg)*)

= (5(A'A*), B(g*) * B(f*)) = (B(Afr), 4(i.)(i?(/*)))

= (2?(A'A*), BLB(¿.}(f*)) = (5(A'A"*), (/"* Bg)*)

= (/* Bg, Bh) = (/"* g, Bh). (4.4)

Since %(G°) is a modular Hilbert algebra, these facts imply that B%(G")

is a modular Hilbert algebra. It is clear from the definitions and the fact that

/ commutes with B that / is the modular involution associated with

B%(G°).
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Since ((Bf) * (Bg), Bh) = (LBj(Bg), Bh), L" contains the left von Neumann

algebra of B%(G). By Theorem 2.15, L" is generated by {Lf f E %(G")}.

Hence L" is generated by {Lf. f E %(G")}. Since Lj = LBj by (4.4), L" is

generated by {Lff E B%(G°)}.
It follows from the cocycle properties that a(x_1, x)~la(x~l, y)

•a(y~1x,x~ly)a(y~\y)~l=a(y~\x)~1 for (x,y) £ G(2). Using this

identity, we calculate that

(LjKg, Kh) =ff (x, s)JKg(x-xy,s-'ta(x, x-l)a(X-\y)~l)

• ~Kh(y, t) dvrM X m(y, t)dv X m(x,s)

= ff (x, s)Jsa(x-\ x)~la(x~\y)a(y-1x, x_1v)

•o(y-\y)~Xg(x-y)'h(y) dv+x\y) dv X m(x, s)

= //" (x, s)fsa(y~\ x)~Xg(x-xy)h(y) dv+x\y) dv X m(x, s).   (4.5)

Let f(x) = ¡sf(x, s) dm(s). If / £ II(G°), then / E 11(G) and (4.5) shows

that (LjKg, Kh) = (Tfg, A). If / is an arbitrary element of 11(G) then/(jc, s)

= s~lf(x) defines an element of II(G°) such that/(x) = / sf(x, s) dm(s). It

follows that {Tf f £ H(G)} is a *-algebra of operators. Since {Lf. / £

II(G°)} is weakly dense in L", the weak closure of {Tf f E 11(G)} and L"

are isomorphic via the isomorphism K of L2(G, v) onto BL2(G", v X m). The

same holds for 1(G) instead of II(G).

Suppose G is homogeneous with W the a-regular representation. Let

V = fV(u) dp(u) as in Example 3.11, so W°(x) = V(r(x))Wa(x)V(d(x))-\

We calculate

(WSVg, Vh) =jf(x,s)(W°(x,s)V(d(x))g, V(r(x))h)rMdv X m(x,s)

= ff (x, s)(sW„(x)g, h)Kx) dv X m(x, s)

=Jf (x, s)sfa(y-\ x)~Xg(x-y)~h(yj dvrM(y) dv X m(x, s)

= (LjKg, Kh)

by (4.5). Thus L and f \-^>W~ are unitarily equivalent via a decomposable

isometry. From this and Theorem 4.1 it follows that L' and W"' are spacially

isomorphic via an isometry decomposable with respect to Mr(L°°(UG, p)), so

by Theorem 4.1 again the same is true of L and W', hence also of L" and

W". We remark for use later that K~lJK = J„ is defined by

J0g(x) = a(x~\ x)'XA(x)-'/2g(x-'). (4.6)
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All that remains is to prove that L" and J are independent of the Haar

measure up to a decomposable spacial isometry. Let us continue to assume

that G is homogeneous and adopt notation of Proposition 3.13. Let q(x, s) =

$ ° r(xy/2ty° ° r(x)~^24> o d(x)~1/2. It follows easily from Lemma 3.7 and

the proof of Proposition 3.13 that y t-> qj is an isometry of L2(G XT,vXm)

onto L2(G XT,v°X m) furnishing an isomorphism of L" with the regular

representation (L0)" constructed from the Haar measure (v° X m, p° X Ó-,).

This isometry carries / to its counterpart J° and B to its counterpart B°. For

G not necessarily homogeneous we appeal to Lemma 3.10 to decompose G as

a disjoint union of homogeneous groupoids. L" decomposes as a direct sum

and we can apply the analysis above to each summand.   □

Remark 4.7. For essentially transitive G, the ordinary regular repre-

sentation has been defined by Westman [28, p. 628]. As described in [20,

Theorem 6.19], such G is similar to a separable locally compact group g

which is determined by G up to isomorphism. It can be shown that the

commuting algebra of the regular representation of G is the tensor product of

the commuting algebra of the regular representation of g by a factor of type I.

A proof may be based on Theorem 5.19 of [11] and Theorem 4.4 of [12].

Example 4.8. The von Neumann algebra described in Theorem 4.3 is our

most extensive generalization of the group-measure space constructionThe

purpose of this example is to exhibit the relationship between L" of Theorem

4.3 and a construction made by Zeller-Meier [31]. References to related

constructions may be found in [24] and at the end of §5.

Let g be a countable group acting on the analytic probability space (S, p).

Let A be the counting measure (Haar measure) on g. Let 8X° = 1 if x = x0,

5*° = 0 if x ¥= x0. Let a £ L™(S, p). Let A be the modular homomorphism

for the Haar measure (p X h, p). The function / defined by f(s, x) =

a(s)A(s, x)~1/28x<> belongs to II(S X G,pX A, p). If t is a 2-cocycle for g

such that i(e, e) = 1,

((s, x), (sx,y))h+T(x,y)r(x, x~l)r(y,y~l)r(xy,y~lx~l)~ = a(x,y)

defines a strict 2-cocycle a of S X g. S X g is homogeneous, so we may

construct W„ as in (3.12) and the a-regular representation W, whether p is

g-ergodic or not.

(Tf(gi),g2)

= j f(s, x)ja(y-\ x)  Xgx(sx, x~y) g2(s,y) dh(y) dp X h(s, x)

= fo(y~\ x0)   1a(s)A(s, x0)"1/2g,(ix0, x^y) g2(s,y) dp X h(s,y).

Setting x0 = e EQ, we find that 7} = Mr(a), multiplication by s h» oí(s).
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Thus the commutant of & = {Tf f(s, x) = a(s)A(s, x)~^28x" for some a Ê

Lœ(S, p), x0 E g} consists of operators decomposable with respect to

Mr(L°°(S, p)). If T = / T(s) dp(s) belongs to the commutant of &, then

0 =ff(s, x)((T(s)Wa(s, x) - W0(s, x)T(sx))gl, g2\ dp X h(s, x)

for all /of the form a(s)A(s, x)~i/2Sx°. Hence for each x0 E g

« H- / a(s)((T(s)Wa(s, x0) - Wa(s, x0)T(sx0))gl, g2\ dp(s)

is the zero integral. Thus T £ {Tf f E II(S X g)}', so {Tf f £ II(S X
g)}" is generated by {Tf f(s, x) = a(s)A(s, x)-x/28x" for a E L°°(S, u) and

*o G 0}- _
Let /„ = K~lJKas in (4.6). Jag(s, x) - a(jc_1, x)_1A(j, x)"I/2g(5X, x_l).

For/(i, x) = a(j)A(5, x)_1/2a(x_1, x)5*° we calculate

J0TjJgg(s, x)

= a(x~\ x)~XA(s, x)-1/2^ff(sx,y)a(x,y)-lJag(sxy,y-ix-1) dh(y)}

- o(x->, x)_,A(s> ̂ -'/^AOxy.v-U-1)"172/^^)

•a(x, v)a(xy,y~lx~l)g(s, xy) dh(y)

= f8¿*r(x,y) a(sx) g(s, xy) dh(y)

= t(x, x0) a(sx) g(s, xx0).

On ®xea L2(S, p) m L2(S Xq,pX A), let Cg(s, x) = g(s, x~l).

C is a linear involutive isometry and

CJaT/aCg(s, x) = t(*-', x0)a(sx-l)g(s, Xq1x). (4.9)

Zeller-Meier's crossed product for the action xMr(a) = Mr(s f-> a(sx)) of

g on {Mr(a): a E Lco(S, p)} is the von Neumann algebra generated by the

operators Ux0 and ^(M^a)) on ®xf=aL2(S, p) defined by

[Ux0]Xty-8x*°>T(x-\x0)   and    [*(AT,(a))]w-£(x-'tf,(a)).

Hence

Ux0g(s, x) = 2   S^O-1, x0)g(i, v) = r(x~\ x0)g(s, Xq1x)

and

*(Mr(a))g(s, x) - 2   «¿(aCur1)*^)) = «(«-')»(', *)•
^6g
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Comparing these equalities with (4.9), we find that CJ„{Tf f E II(S X

a)}"JaC coincides with the crossed product. Since L' = JL"J = JK{Tf

f E II(S X Q)}"K-lJ = KJa{Tf f E II(S X q)}"J0K-\ L' is spacially
isomorphic to the crossed product.

A useful extension of the unicity statement of Theorem 4.3 is the following

lemma, treating two strictly equivalent strict cocycles a and co.

Lemma 4.10. Suppose y: G-»T is a Borel function such that co(x,y) =

y(xy)y(x)~ly(y)~1a(x, y) for all (x,y) E G(2). Xn>yX is a one-one map from

the set of a-representations of G onto the set of to-representations. X' and (yX)'

coincide. The commuting algebras of the a-regular and (¿¡-regular representations

are spacially isomorphic via a decomposable isometry intertwining the modular

involutions.

Proof. Suppose G is homogeneous. Define T: L2(G,v)^>L2(G,v) by

r/C) - yO"1)-1/!».

(yWa)(x)Tf(y) = y(*)aO^*)~V((*_I)"T/O*-1*)

= y(y-l)~\wa(x)f)(y) = (TWa(x)f)(y).

Let J„ be defined by (4.6), Ju the operator constructed correspondingly using

w. Then a simple calculation shows that TJU = JaT. From this follows the

spacial isomorphism of the regular representations if G is homogeneous. For

the general case, G can be decomposed as the disjoint union of homogeneous

groupoids. The equivalence is constructed on each summand as in the proof

of Theorem 4.3.   □

Remark 4.11. As defined in §10 of [20], not necessarily strict cocycles and

equivalences can be made strict by passage to an i.r. In this way the word

"strict" can be removed from all of the hypotheses in §4.

5. The regular representation of principal groupoids. The structure of the

regular representation of an ergodic groupoid G is influenced both by the

nature of the isotropy groups G|{h} and by the structure of the ergodic

equivalence relation defined by G. In one extreme case, there is only one unit,

so that the groupoid is actually (defined by) a separable locally compact

group. At the opposite extreme, there is no isotropy at all, so that the

groupoid is principal and can be identified with the ergodic equivalence

relation which it defines. In the case of a principal groupoid, much of the

structure of the associated von Neumann algebra can be related directly to

the structure of the groupoid itself. In the present section we make this

analysis.

We retain the conventions and notation of §4. Again a is a fixed strict
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2-cocycle. L refers to the subrepresentation of the regular representation of

G" discussed in Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose G is principal. The algebra % of multiplication

operators Mr(a) = (g h»ga ° r) for a E L°°(UG, p) is a maximal abelian

subalgebra of L". L" is a factor iff G is ergodic. L" is semifinite iff there is a

positive Borel function D on UG such that A = D ° r/D ° d a.e.

Proof. First we characterize the center of L". J%J is multiplications Md(a)

by a ° d for a E L"°(UG, p). (2 u J%J)" is the algebra of multiplications

M(k) by k for k E L°°(G, v). Since % c L" by Proposition 4.1, J%J c L'

by Theorem 4.3. Since K~l(% U J%J)"K is maximal abelian in the algebra

of all bounded operators on L2(G, v), (% u J%J)" is maximal abelian in

(L" u L')". Thus, any central element T must be multiplication by k E

¿°°(G, v).

Since T commutes with L, (4.5) shows that k(y) = k(x~y) p^-a.e. for

v-a.iL. x. By Remark 3.10 in [12], T = M(k) = Md(ß) for some ß E

L°°(i/C, p). This shows

(2 U J%J)" nL' = J%J. (5.2)

Since T= JMr(ß)J is central and JL"J = L', Mr(ß) belongs to L'. Thus

ß(r(y)) — ß(r(x~y)) vr^-a..e. for v-a..a. x, so ß ° r = ß ° d v-a..e.

Conversely, any element a E L°°(i/G, p) satisfying a ° r = a ° d v-a.e.

defines an element Mr (a) £ % n J%J, which is therefore central. It follows

that L" is a factor iff G is ergodic.

By (5.2), {% u /27)" nl" = l Thus % in L" is maximal abelian:

%' n L" c(ïu J%J)" n /-" = 2.
Suppose now that L" is semifinite. By Theorem 14.2 of [27], there is a

unitary representation U: R -> L" such that for all / E II(Ga),

U(t)LjU(-t) = A"L/A~". Here A" denotes the bounded operator M (A") on

BL\G", v X m). Let V(t) = A"t/(-r)- The following calculation shows that

V(t) E L' for all t £ R. V(t)Lj = A"U(-t)LjU(t)U(-1) =

A"A-"L/A"C/(-/) = L/FO). Since A" £ (2 u /£/)" c (2 U JZJ)', U(t)
E%' n L" cZ and K(r) G(2u /27)" ni' = J%J. Since F(r, -1-/2) =
F(í,)K(í2), we may apply Stone's Theorem to the unitary representations U

and V to obtain real-valued Borel functions a and b on UG such that i/(/) is

multiplication by e"a°r and V(-t) is multiplication by e"i""/. Let a = e"°

and ß = e"b. Since A" = V(t)U(t), A" = a°r/ß°d X-a.e. From this we

calculate

0 =//|A"(x) - a(r(x))//?(¿(x))| A(,)0) ^O).

0 =//|A"(xy-1) - a(r(x))/ß(r(y))\ dXdM(x) dX(y),
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0 =ff\Ai'(x)A"(y-i) - a(r(x))/ß(r(y))\ dk«y)(x) dX(y),

HS
0 =JJ\a(d(y)) - ß(d(x))\ dXd(y)(x) dX(y),

0=fl\a(d(y))-ß(d(y))\dX(y).
Thus e"" — eilb \-a.e., so A" = exp(/r(a ° r — a ° d)) a.e. Comparing infini-

tesimal generators, lnA(x) — a" r(x) - a ° d(x) for X-a.a. x. Thus A(x) =

exp(a o r(x))/exp(a ° d(x)) a.e.

Suppose conversely that A = D » r/D ° d a.e. Then A''LjA~" —

Mr(e"D)LjMr(e-"D) since Md(ei,D) commutes with L. Thus the

automorphism Lj^A"LjA~" of L" is inner. By Theorem 14.1 of [27], L" is
semifinite.   □

The "if part of the semifiniteness condition does not require G to be

principal.

A homomorphism D » r/D ° d on an i.r. is called similar to 1 [20, §6]. The

proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that the automorphism Lj h» A''LjA~'' is inner

iff the homomorphism x h» A"(x) is similar to 1. Also, this terminology

suggests that the condition for semifiniteness can be sharpened:

Corollary 5.3. For a principal measure groupoid, the following are equiva-

lent:

(1) The commuting algebra of the regular representation is semifinite.

(2) For some strict cocycle a, the commuting algebra of the a-regular

representation is semifinite.

(3) For every strict cocycle a, the commuting algebra of the a-regular

representation is semifinite.

(4) (g, C) has a Haar measure whose modular homomorphism is 1.

Proof. The first three conditions all are equivalent by Theorem 5.1 to the

condition that the modular homomorphism of some (and hence every) Haar

measure is similar to the identity. The fourth condition implies this, so it

suffices to produce a Haar measure with modular function 1 from a Haar

measure (v, p) with modular function D ° r/D ° d a.e. This does not require

g to be principal. Let vx be defined by vx(E) = jj\ED ° d dv" dp(u). (vx, p) is

a Haar measure and ff(x~x) dvx(x) = ff(x~i)D(d(x)) dv(x) =

ff(x)D(r(x))A(x)~l dv(x) - ff(x)D(d(x)) dv(x) = ¡f(x) dvx(x). Thus 1 is
the modular homomorphism of (vx, p).   □

Since a transitive principal groupoid is similar to the group {0}, it follows

a(r(x))     a(d(y))        a(r(x))

ß(d(x))    ß(r(y))        ß(r(y))
dXd{y)(x) dX(y),
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from Remark 4.7 that for such a groupoid W is type I and from discussion in

§10 of [20] that every cocycle is equivalent to 1. By Lemma 4.10, for each

cocycle a, (W)' is type I. It is significant that the converse holds.

Theorem 5.4. Let (G, C) be a principal ergodic groupoid, a a 2-cocycle. If

( W)' is type I, then G is essentially transitive.

Proof. We may assume that p = X and that a is strict. We adopt notation

of Example 3.11. Since (W°)' is a factor, there is an isomorphism <£ of (W)'

onto the algebra of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space K. Let tC(K)

be the C*-algebra of compact operators, m = $>~x\tC(K) is a factor repre-

sentation of tC(K) whose image generates (W)'. Since the image of ir

commutes with the algebra % of multiplications Mr(a) (a E L°°(UG, X)), ir

may be decomposed v = fir„ dX(u) on ¡H dX, [6, Lemme 8.3.1]. Since % is

maximal abelian in (W)" by Theorems 4.1 and 5.3, a.a. wu are irreducible [6,

Lemme 8.5.1]. Hence by [6, Corollaire 4.15], a.a. mu are unitarily equivalent;

by Proposition 8.17 of [6] there is a decomposable isometry Vx =

JVx(u) dX(u) of S H dX(u) onto }KdX(u) such that for a.a. u Vx(u)muVx(u)-x

is the identity representation of tC(K).

Let Ax, A2,... be a dense subsequence in tC(K). For each / there is an

i.r. G\U¡ such that x E G\U¡ implies irr(x)(A,)W(x) = W'(x)ird(x)(A,) and

u E U¡ implies Vx(u)truVx(u)~l = identity and Vx(u) is an isometry. If x E

G|(n Ut), then

AiVx(r(x))W(x)Vx(d(x))-X

= Vx (r(x))trM(A¡)Vx (r(x))~XVx (r(x))W° (x)Vx (d(x)yX

= Vx (r(x))W° (x)^d{x)(A¡)Vx (d(x))~X

= Vx(r(x))W(x)Vx(d(x)y1Ai.

Thus there is a Borel function c: G -> T such that a.e.

Vx(r(x))W(x)Vx(d(x))~1 = c(x)I. Consequently, by choosing F differently

in Example 3.11, we may assume W(x) = c(x)I for all x in an i.r. Since then

on an i.r. c(xy) = a(x, y)c(x)c(y), by Lemma 4.10 we may assume a — 1.

Since the abelian algebra %d of multiplications Md(a) (a E L°°(UG,X))

commutes with Wx, the image of %d under T (-» VTV~l is an abelian algebra

of the form C/ ® & under the isomorphism L2(UG, X, H) s L2(UG, X) ® H.

Since G is principal, the multiplications Mr(a) (a £ Lm(UG, X)), together

with C/ ® &, generate a maximal abelian algebra on L2(UG, X) ® H, so we

can arrange that H - L2(R, tj), where tj is a probability, and that & is

multiplications by elements of L°°(R, tj).

V induces a Boolean isomorphism of L°°(G, v) with Lœ(UG X R, X X tj);
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since these analytic spaces are metrically standard, by Theorem 2.1 of [20]

there is a Borel isomorphism y from a.a. UG X R onto a.a. G realizing the

Boolean isomorphism. Let p = (dv/dy+(X X tj))1/2 »y./h (/ ° y)p is an

isomorphism V of L2(G,v) with L2(UG X R, X X tj) such that VV'1

commutes with the maximal abelian algebra representing L°°(UG X R, X X

tj). Thus there is a Borel function k: UG X R->T such that VV~X = M(k),

multiplication by k. Hence also for a.e. u V(u)V(u)~l = M(k). Since for a.a.

" ^(")/("> ') = /(?(", 0)p(«> 0» we have for a.a. u V(u)f(u, t) -

/(y("> 0)p(«. ')£("> 0 rç-a.a.
By passage to an i.r., we may assume that all V(u)f(u, f) =

f(y(u, t))p(u, t)k(u, t) Tj-a.e., that all V(u) are isomorphisms, and that W =

ci is a strict representation. Define a measure tj" on G by

Jf(y)dvu(y) = (v(u)f,k)

=//(y("> 0)p(». 0M"> ')*(«» 0 <*i(0

=//(y(«,/)>(»> 0<M0-
We calculate //OT'jO ¿Ajr«(v) = (F(r(x)) W,(x)/, A) - c(x)(V(d(x))f, k)
- ¿(*) //(v) í/rj^OO- Thus c(x) = 1 andx-yw = ijrf<x>. Furthermore,

¡f(y)dv"(y) =¡^ff(y)2dv"(y) =/|F(M)V?|2<Aj

-//(y(«.0)p(«»02'*?(0

= jf(y(u, t))p » y-'(y(«, 0)p(«. 0 <M0

=//O)p0-,00)^uO).

so   the   Radon-Nikodym  derivative  of  fr¡"dX(u)  with  respect   to  j>  is

(P ° Y-1)-1.

By Theorem 3.9 of [12], there exists a Borel function <|>: UG -> RÎ. such that

¥.d(y)) = PÍ«-1^))""1 for p"-a.a. y for Â-a.a. m. //(v)</> « ¿(v) íAj"(.v) =

Z/(y(«. 0)p("> 0-,P(", 0 <*»j(0 = //(y(«, 0) <*j(0- Since tj(R) = 1, £ h>
flE4> ° d dq is a. finite Haar measure. By Theorem 5.1 of [12], G is essentially

transitive.   □

Let (G, [X]) be an ergodic groupoid, Sh G -» R* a strict homomorphism.

The closure of the range of ¥ (see [20, §7]) is the Reaction defined as

follows: Let tj* be Lebesgue measure on R*_. The subalgebra {g £ L°°(UG X

R*., X X tj*): g(r(x), a) = g(d(x), aV(x)) for X X rj*-a.a. (x, a)} is stable

under the R*.-action (7y)(w, a) = g(u, b~la). This action induces an ergodic
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R*.-action on an analytic probability space. The point action so constructed

is the range closure of ¥. Up to metric isomorphism, the range closure

depends only on the similarity class of SF.

To any properly infinite von Neumann algebra with separable predual,

Connes and Takesaki have associated an R* -action which they call the

smooth flow of weights [3, Definition 11(2.6)]. Let (G, C) be a principal

ergodic groupoid with Haar measure (v, X) and modular homomorphism A

not similar to the identity. Let a be a strict cocycle, L the a-regular represen-

tation as in Theorem 4.3. L" is purely infinite.

Theorem 5.5. The smooth flow of weights of L" is metrically isomorphic to

the range closure of A.

The proof was obtained after helpful discussion with A. Ramsay.

Proof. For convenience, write L[f] for the operator, previously denoted

Lj, associated to the function / by the a-regular representation. L" is gener-

ated by the modular Hilbert algebra B%(G") on BL2(G", v X m). Let <¡> be

the associated weight. Multiplication by A is the modular operator; and

Ad A'a = (L[fY^AiaL[f\A~ia) is the modular automorphism group a* (a £

R).

Now we establish some notation. Let ai-» Ua be the regular representation

of R, acting on L2(R, tj), where rj is Lebesgue measure. Let F be the Fourier

transform and define Va = FUaF~l. Let ea(b) = exp(/a¿>). The formulae

U(ea) = Ua and V(ea) = Va define by extension injective homomorphisms of

L°°(R) into the algebra £(L2(R)) of bounded operators on L2(R). Ua = pfa

with p a positive selfadjoint operator. Let u be the weight T h» Tr(pT) on

£(L2(R)). aa" = Ad Ua.

Regard the Hilbert space BL2(G", v X m) ® £(L2(R)) as

L2(R, tj, BL\G, v X m)). L" ® £(L2(R)) acts on this space; and ü = $ ® w

is a weight on L" ® £(L2(R)). Let N- be the von Neumann subalgebra

generated by / ® Ua (a E R) and the direct integral operator ñ(T) =

í(b\^atb(T)) dr\(b) (T E L", A £ R) in L" ® F(L°°(R)). The action 0 of R
on JV5 given by QC(S) = (I ® VC)S(I ® Vc)* (S EN-,cE R) restricts to

the center C5 of N-, inducing a point action 0 of R such that C-*0(_tac) is

isomorphic to the smooth flow of weights [3, Lemma 11.14 and Corollary

H.2.5].
Let % be the maximal abelian subalgebra {Mr(a) E L": a E LM(UG, X)}

as in Theorem 5.1. Since af(Mr(a)) = Mr(a) and Mr(a) ® Ua = f(b |->

atb(Mr(a))) dr\(b) (I ® Ua) EN-,%® t/(L°°(R)) is a subset of N-.

Since N- c L" ® £(L2(R)) and % ® i/(L°°(R)) is maximal abelian in

L" ® £(L2(R)), C5 is contained in % ® [/(L°°(R)). Since any element of

% ® i/(L°°(R)) commutes with all / ® Ua, an element (u, a)^g(u, a) of
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L°°(UG X R, X X tj) is such that Mr ® U(g) £ C- iff ñ(L[f])Mr ® U(g) =

Mr ® t/(g)^(L[/]) for all/ £ %(G°).

Suppose g(u, c) = a(u)eb(c). Then

(*(L[f])(Mr ® U)(g)k)(c) = (A-'cL[/]A-)Mr(a)(^(ô + c))

= L[fa ° dA~ic](k(b + c)),

((Mr®U)(g)t(L[f])k)(c) = Mr(a)(A-i(b+c)L[f]A*b+c))(k(b + c))

= L[fa ° rA-^+c>](A(A + c)).

If g £ ¿°°({/c X R, X X tj) there is a sequence g„ £ L°°(C/C X R, X X tj)

with HgJI«, bounded, gn(u, a) = L%\ aM(u)eban)(a), such that gn\^g a.e.

and Mr ® F(g„) -» Mr ® F(g) strongly. Suppose

g(r(x), c) = g(</(x), c + In A(x))   a.e. (5.6)

Let / £ %(G") and /(x) = fsf(x, s) dm(s). The isometry K: L2(G, v)^>

L2(G", vXm) was introduced for the proof of Theorem 4.3. K ® /: L2(G X

R, v X tj) -> L2(G X T X R, j> X m X tj) is defined by

(K ® Z)A(x, s, a) = í-'a^-1, x)A(x, a).

Let A„ A2 £ L\G X R, p X tj).

(^(L[/])Mr®i/(g)(/C®/)A,

- Mr ® î/(g)^(L[/])(/: ® /)A„ (K ® /)A2)

"Ä || /(L[/A~''(c+i0'n))((^ ° <0A/ft(/'n) - («fc- ° '))]

• (tf ® /)A,(-, c + A(y, «)), A2(-, c)) ¿tj(c)

. A^-^^^A,^-^, c + b(j, n))h2Jy-c)

•dv^\x)dv(y)dy}(c)

-J& s ///(*x^(*)^)#w-^(r(*)))»0'-,.*rl

•JebU,n)(c)F(a h> A,(x-'v, a)A(x)-,Vl)(c)

_
•/■(a h> A2(.y, a))(c) íAj(c) öVw( y) <A<(;c)
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= }^ ffjf(x)Md(x), c + In A(x)) - gn(r(x), c))a(y~\ x)~X

■F(a K hx(x-y, a)A(Xyia)(c) F(a \-> h2(y, a))(c)

•dr¡(c)dvrM(y)dv(x) = 0

by (5.6). From this it follows that (5.6) is sufficient for Mr ® U(g) to belong

toC-.

Conversely, suppose Mr ® U(g) E C5. Let / E %(G") and G(c)(x) =

g(d(x), c + In A(x)) — g(r(x), c). Using properties of the Fourier transform

and the foregoing calculation, it is not difficult to show that for ij-a.a. c,

L[fG(c)] = 0./G(c) E %(G") a.e., so ||5(/G(c))||2 = 0 a.e. by Theorem 4.3

and (4.4). Let/ E %(G) and let/(x,s) = i_1/(x). Then ||£(/G(c))||2 - 0

implies j\f(x)G(c)(x)\2 dv(x) = 0. Thus for a.a. c, G(c) = 0 a.e. by Lemma

2.6. Consequently, g satisfies (5.6). The restriction of Mr ® U is an

isomorphism of the algebra satisfying (5.6) onto C5.

Let Ta be the automorphism of L"'(UG X R, X X tj) defined for g(u, c) =

a(u)eb(c) by (Tag)(u, c) = a(u)eb(a + c).

(I ® Va)Mr ® U(g)(I ® Va)*k(c) = ea(c)Mr(a)(I ® Va)*k(b + c)

= ea(c)Mr(a)e_a(b + c)k(b + c)

= Mr® U(T_ag)k(c).

Thus, if C¿¡ is isomorphic to L°°(ñ,/?), a h» T_a induces on ñ a point action

T metrically isomorphic to that induced by a [-» 0a. By the definition of the

closure of the range of A, a h» r,na is metrically isomorphic to the range

closure of A. The result now follows from the characterization of the smooth

flow of weights already given.   □

The possibility of studying the regular representation of measure groupoids

has been mentioned by Connes [1]. Feldman and Moore ([8] and [9]) have

studied independently of us the a-regular representations of ergodic equiva-

lence relations such that each equivalence class is countable. They show that

every such relation is furnished by the action of a countable discrete group,

although they do not know whether the group can be taken to be freely

acting. The von Neumann algebras generated by the 1-regular representation

of a principal groupoid furnished by the unfree action of a countable group

were first described by Krieger [15].

For principal groupoids furnished by arbitrary separable locally compact

group actions, Krieger's construction has been generalized independently of

us by Samuelides and Sauvageot [25]. Sauvageot [26] has pointed out that the

finiteness condition of [9] holds for arbitrary principal groupoids: for the

regular representation to be finite, a.a. X" must be discrete measures; and

then the necessary and sufficient condition in [9] is applicable. Sauvageot also
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has calculated the flow of weights of the 1-regular representation, a special

case of Theorem 5.5.

The map Lj h» Lj, is an anti-isomorphism of the 1-regular representation

von Neumann algebra with itself. Cormes has proved [2] that there is a

principal ergodic groupoid G, furnished by a discrete group action, and a

cocycle a of G, such that the a-regular representation factor is not anti-

isomorphic to itself. Thus, there is no hope of obtaining all factors from the

1-regular representations of principal ergodic groupoids. It is not known

whether every factor can be obtained from the a-regular representations of

principal ergodic groupoids; nor is it known whether it suffices to consider

only principal groupoids furnished by group actions. Recent investigation in

collaboration with Feldman and Moore has shown that every factor obtained

from a a-regular representation of a principal groupoid furnished by a group

action can be obtained from a a-regular representation of a principal

groupoid furnished by the action of a discrete group. Details of this result will

be reported elsewhere [7].

6. Ergodic decomposition of a measure groupoid. Let (G, [X]) be a measure

groupoid, (S, [X']) the associated principal groupoid. Let (v, X) be a Haar

measure, P = dv/dX. The proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that the center of the

regular representation von Neumann algebra of S is isomorphic to the

subalgebra 2q of LX(UG, X) consisting of functions a E LM(UG, C) such that

a o d = a ° r a.e. This is also isomorphic to the commuting algebra of the

one-dimensional identity representation of G. By decomposing L2(UG,X)

with respect to %¡, we obtain at once an ergodic decomposition of G, a

central decomposition of the regular representation of S, and an irreducible

decomposition of the representation/ h» IIf of II(G) induced by the identity

representation of G (cf. Lemma 1.4). This theorem has also been obtained by

Ramsay [23].

Theorem 6.1 (Ergodic Decomposition). Let (G, C) be a measure

groupoid, X £ C a symmetric quasi-invariant probability with r-decomposition

X = /X" dX(u). There is an analytic probability space (Q, tj) and a Borel map it

from UG onto fi such that tj = ir^X = Ei-^X(it~1(E)) and ifX = /Xu dr\((S) is

the n-decomposition ofX, then a.a. (G, [fX" dXu(u)]) are ergodic groupoids. If

Ü' and it' have these properties, then there is a Borel isomorphism i from a.a. ñ

onto a.a. ß' such that it' = i ° it a.e.

Proof. Let ¿E be a suitably large separable algebra of 1(G), as in Remark

3.3. By Theorem 3.8, M0 = Mr(%¡) is a maximal abelian subalgebra of {Hf

f E &}'. Obtain Q and it by decomposing L2(UG, X) = }L2(UG, XJ íAj(ío)

and IIj = fllf dt\((S) as a direct integral of irreducibles. A computation
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shows that (II/j)(u) = ff(x)j(d(x)) dv"(x) (j £ L2(UG, XJ, f E &) for tj-
a.a. 03.

Let Xu = ¡X" dXa(u). We show (G, XJ are a.a. measure groupoids. If

F E % (ß) and E E S (G), then

flF(<*)JlE(x) dXu(x) dr¡(iS) =flF » v(u)flE(x) dX"(x) dX(u)

= j \F ° IT o ''0)l£(x) i/X(x)

= flFowc d(x)lE(x~1) dX(x)

= flFo„or(x)lE(x-i)dX(x)

= /lf(co)/l£(x-1)í/Xu(x)íA,(ío).

Since ÇB (ß) is countably generated, a.a. Xy are symmetric. Quasi-invariance

of a.a. Xu follows from the quasi-invariance of X and the r-decomposition

X^ = /X" í/XJh). The same argument shows that if va(E) =

}E P dX" dXu(u), then for a.a. <o (vu, XJ is a Haar measure for (G, [XJ).

Since for a.a. co, //" is an irreducible representation of &, it follows from

Theorem 3.8 that for a.a. w the identity representation of (G, [XJ) is irre-

ducible. Thus a.a. (G, [XJ) are ergodic.

To prove the uniqueness part of the theorem, it suffices to show that if ß, tj,

and it satisfy the existence statement of the theorem, then %, is the image of

L°°(ß, tj) under the injection induced by it. Suppose a E%¡. Then a ° r =

a o d X-a.e., so a ° r = a ° d XM-a.e., for Tj-a.a. <o. Since a.a. (G, XJ are

ergodic, a(u) = }a(v) dXa(v) = á(u>) Xu-a..e. for rj-a.a. to. et E L°°(ß, tj) and

ä o ir = a X-a.e. Conversely, if ß £ -L°°(ß, tj), then ß ° ir is Xw-essentially

constant for Tj-a.a. <o, soß°ir°r = ß°ir°d Xu-a.e. for rj-a.a. w. Hence

/3oWe2o.   D
Remark 6.2. Suppose x • XrfW ~ XrW for all x E G. By Lemma 2.4 of [12],

this is always true for some i.r. Regard ß as an analytic subspace of the unit

interval; and define ît(u) = jir(d(x)) dX"(x). it = m a.e., so ir can be used

instead of n to effect the decomposition. Then every ¿r~'({«}) is saturated

with respect to the equivalence relation on UG.

In the case (S X G,pXh) of Example 1.11, the theorem gives a

decomposition p — fpa dr\(u) so that a.a. X,,, are product measures, [XJ = [ pu

X A]. Symmetry of a.a. of these measures implies a.a. pu are G-quasi-

invariant [21, Corollary 2.10]. Thus we can derive the following corollary, due

to Dang-Ngoc-Nghiem [4] and Kleppner [14]:

Corollary 6.3. Let (S, p) be an analytic quasi-invariant probability G-space
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for the separable locally compact group G with Haar measure A. There is a

standard probability space (ß, tj), a conull invariant Borel subset S0 c S, and a

Borel surjection it: S0-»ß such that ir+p = tj and p has on S0 a ir-decom-

position p = Jpu dq(co) such that every (Sq, pu) is an ergodic G-space.

Proof. Let Ex, E2,... be a generating algebra for ®(SX G). Let

m E [A] be a symmetric probability. Let q = dm/dh, A the modular

homomorphism of (p X A, p). Let ß, = (<o £ ß: ¡\E.(sx, x~x) dpu X m(s, x)

= flE¡(s, x)A(s, x)-lq(x~l)/q(x) dpa X m(s, x) for' all / £ N and {//£: F

= Ex, E2,... }' = CI). Let ß0 be a relatively standard conull Borel subset of

ß„ let S0 = ir~'(ß0), and replace ß by ß0.   □
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